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ABSTRACT

Pistol training, be it military or law enforcement, has traditionally occurred in live-fire environments. However,
many agencies are being challenged to find new and innovative ways in which to deliver not only existing pistol
training programs, but are being tasked to add more to their training programs without increasing training time. One
approach that is beginning to attract attention is how technology can be used to enhance and augment current
training practices, while creating efficiencies that address those critical training gaps (Krätzig & Hudy, in press).
While the use of heavy artillery and rifle simulation technology within a military setting is well established, the
existing body of literature does not adequately address how this technology can be used in a pistol-training program,
or whether these skills can be acquired without live-fire exposure. The purpose of this research is to provide
empirical evidence that pistol training in a laser-based synthetic environment is as effective as traditional live-fire
training, and that an entire pistol course-of-fire training program can be delivered without live-fire instructional
time. An experiment was conducted using 124 Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) trainees (cadets) designed
to compared live-fire pistol training performance with those cadets who were trained exclusively in a laser-based
dry-fire environment. Our results indicate that cadets who were trained in a simulated environment had higher scores
than a typical live-fire trained cadet. This paper will systematically discuss methods, measures, and results along
with the future research directions.
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INTRODUCTION
The first use of handguns by law enforcement
officers (LEO) can be traced back to the mid 1800’s
(Morrison & Vila, 1998); however, it was not until
the early 1900’s that police organizations first
attempted to develop police shooting skills. Although
LEOs have used hand guns for more than 150 years,
formalized training and (re)certification is a relatively
novel concept, with the latter not occurring until the
1960’s. Even though policing has over a century and
a half of history, there have been very few changes to
handgun training. In fact the revolver had remained
the standard tool used by LEOs until it was replaced
by the semi-automatic pistol in the 1990’s.
Typically law enforcement pistol training occurs with
a student shooting a predetermined number of rounds
at a target placed a set distance away from the
student. For example the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) requires their agents to shoot at
distances between 7 - 25 yd, while general duty
Royal Canadian Mounted Police officers shoot at
targets 3 - 25 m away. In both cases students are
evaluated based on achieving a minimum percentage
score within a specified time limit1. Although LEO
course-of-fire (COF) training programs have been
modified over time, most of this change had more to
do with each agency’s “ideas” of how the course-offire should be taught instead of using empirical
evidence to guide decisions (Morrison &Vila, 1998).
For example, in 1895, then Police Commissioner of
New York City Theodore Roosevelt, introduced
handgun training to his LEOs. Although their training
consisted of a dry-fire warm-up session followed by
shooting 10 rounds at a bull's-eye target, this training
would be considered the best training available for at
1

Agencies are not consistent in target size, shot distance, or
scoring requirements for qualification targets.
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least 25 years. Years later the National Rifle
Association (NRA) developed a handgun course
using military training as a design template. It was
not until the NRA developed a handgun course that
this type of instruction gained real credibility with
American police agencies. Although most police
departments used the NRA training program, by the
end of the Second World War this type of instruction
was challenged by the FBI’s practical handgun
course, now known as the practical pistol course
(PPC; Morrison, & Vila, 1998; Weston, 1973).
Although these two courses tried to position
themselves as being diametrically different from each
other, it can be argued that both courses-of-fire just
score a LEOs performance using a bull's-eye target
placed down range.
While police training is constantly evolving, a recent
shift by the RCMP to a problem-based learning
(PBL) training environment has created LEOs who
are better prepared for the field. The PBL
instructional paradigm has, through the identification
of training gaps, created opportunities to use
simulation as a means to train high risk procedures in
a safe, efficient, and realistic environment (Krätzig &
Hudy, In Press) see also, (Anesthesiology;
Abrahamson, Denson, & Wolf, 2004; Airline pilots;
Bürke-Cohen, Go, & Longridge, 2001; Best evidence
in medical instruction; Issenberg McGaghie, Petrusa,
Gordon, Scalese, 2005; Emergency response
intersection clearing; Krätzig, Bell, Groff, & Ford,
2010).
A review of the literature has revealed a paucity of
research using simulation as a training tool in a law
enforcement setting, and the efficacy of simulation
technology as a means of replacing basic live-fire
pistol training, has not been thoroughly investigated.
Although there was interest to see if simulation
training could replace live-fire training, conducting
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such a study with police cadets was not viable
because there was no empirical evidence to suggest
that this type of training was effective. However, an
earlier study conducted between the University of
Regina and the RCMP, (MacLennan & Partyka,
2009) provided convincing evidence that pistol
shooting skills can be acquired in the absence of livefire training. Their participants were recruited from a
Police Studies undergraduate program at the
University of Regina and the results provided the
evidence (19 out of 21 passed the Final Qualification
exam) needed to conduct a similar study with RCMP
cadets.

EXPERIMENT 1
Participants
Four troops of RCMP cadets (N = 124; 31 Female, 93
Male), mean age of 29.02, S.D = 7.52, were used for
this experiment. One troop was selected to complete
all of their pistol training in a synthetic range
environment (N = 32; 8 Female, 24 Male) mean age
29.19, S.D. = 7.00. Although this troop was selected
due to training considerations (i.e., availability of the
instructors), it is important to note that the recruiting
personnel were not told that this troop would
complete the COF training in a synthetic
environment, and as such the loading of this troop
was free from any potential bias. Data for 3 cadets
were excluded from this analysis due to their contract
termination for deficiencies in other skill areas.
Materials
In order to become a regular member in the RCMP,
each cadet is required to successfully pass a 24-week
training program, with the pistol training occurring
over eighteen-50 min sessions. Although this training
traditionally occurs exclusively on a live-fire range,
these cadets would receive all of their pistol training
in a synthetic range environment, and shoot live
rounds only during the three evaluation sessions (i.e.,
Benchmark 1, Benchmark 2, and Final Qualification).
Cadets who train on a live-fire range shoot on
average 2300 rounds; however, for this experiment
the cadets who were trained in the synthetic
environment shot only 200 live rounds (i.e., the three
evaluation sessions).
The training system we used was purchased from
Advanced Interactive Systems (AIS, 2010), who
modified their existing software to recreate the
RCMP pistol COF. The computerized system
projects a digital 25 m range complete with 16 lanes
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of fire. Digital photos of the actual range were taken
and digitized to replicate, as close as possible, what
the cadet would see if they were on the 25 m live-fire
range at the academy (e.g., target carrier system,
lighting, shadows, etc.). The targets used were jpeg
images and digitized to resemble the targets cadets
use in training (i.e., upper human torso bull's-eye
targets). Additionally, targets were resized to
accurately represent how they would appear when
placed at distances of 3, 5, 7, 15 or 25 m. All
shooting scores were calculated by the AIS system,
and stored on the computer as well as manually
recorded in the cadets training file. The pistols used
were the standard Smith & Wesson model 5946 but
were modified (i.e., live-fire capability removed) to
emit a laser beam, and were dry-fire weapons only.
All other equipment used (e.g., duty belt, ear
protection, body armor, etc.,) were standard issue
equipment that the cadet would wear during live-fire
training. In an effort to keep as close to in situ
training as possible, the cadets were required to
adhere to all safety protocols in the synthetic
environment as if they were on a live-fire range (i.e.,
pistols pointed down range, body armor, ear and eye
protection needed to be worn, etc.). These data were
analyzed using SPSS 19.0 (IBM, 2011) statistical
software, and the results are considered significant at
p < .05.
Methods and Design
Course-of-Fire
During the entire training program, as well as each of
the three evaluation sessions, cadets use a twohanded grip using the Modern Isosceles Stance
(Avery, 2000; White, Carson, & Westmoreland,
1989), unless otherwise specified. A training
requirement for cadets is to pass the Final
Qualification exam; however, they first must
participate in two initial evaluation sessions (i.e.,
Benchmark 1 and 2). Cadets who failed the first
attempt at either Benchmark 1 or 2, are afforded two
additional sessions of remedial training, before being
given a second chance at either Benchmark 1 or 2.
Although there are no negative career ramifications if
they fail their second attempt, this is not the case if
they fail the Final Qualification. Cadets who fail this
evaluation session are afforded five additional 50min sessions of remedial training before being
allowed a second attempt at the Final Qualification. If
the cadet fails this second attempt, they are
recommended for termination and are not allowed to
continue training with their troop.
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Benchmark 1. The targets are placed at 15 m, and the
cadets are taught over five-50 min sessions. The sixth
session (Benchmark 1) requires the cadet to shoot a
minimum of 15/18 rounds (no time limit) into the
centre of the target (centre mass).

26/40. Cadets must pass each of the 5 stages and
achieve a combined score of at least 200/250 to pass
this evaluation session.

RESULTS
Benchmark 2. This evaluation session is made up of
four stages, and each stage must be completed
sequentially, and must achieve a minimum overall
score of 168/210.
Stage 1. Requires the cadets to shoot 14 rounds at a
distance of 25 m. The cadet must achieve a minimum
point total of 46/70 in 120 s or less. This stage
includes shooting in the standing (i.e., 7 rounds),
kneeling (i.e., 5 rounds), and prone (i.e., 2 rounds)
positions. Additional requirements include clearing a
stoppage (i.e., clearing a dummy round), and
reloading a magazine before going to the prone
position.
Stage 2. This target is shot at a distance of 15 m with
4 rounds shot first from the standing position
followed by 4 rounds from the kneeling position.
Cadets have 20 s to complete this stage and must
achieve a minimum score of 26/40.

Pass/Fail Rates
Pass/fail rates between the two groups (synthetic vs.
live-fire trained) were compared across the three
evaluation sessions using a 2 contingency table
analysis. There were no pass/fail differences
observed between the two groups for Benchmark 1
and 2, but significantly more cadets who were trained
in the synthetic environment failed their first attempt
at Final Qualification. However, these differences
were no longer evident following the reshoot of the
Final Qualification exam; in fact 100% of the
synthetic-fire trained cadets passed the pistol COF
training program (Table 1).
Table 1. 2 Analysis for Each Evaluation Session
Evaluation 2
Session

df

p

2

Stage 3. Eight rounds are shot at a distance of 7 m
and it is the only stage where the cadet begins the
session with their pistol out of their holster (i.e., low
ready). Cadets have 2 s to shoot 2 rounds while
standing on the right side of their lane. When
finished, they move to the left hand side of the lane
and shoot 2 more rounds also in 2 s or less. Once
completed, they repeat this process. The minimum
point score for this stage is 26/40.

BMK1
BMK2
FQ1
FQ2

1
1
1
1

.497
.056
.006
.418

.063
.177
.252*
.074

Stage 4. This stage is shot at a distance of 5 m and
requires the cadet to shoot 12 rounds. Cadets have 5 s
to sequentially shoot three rounds (i.e., 2 centre mass,
1 head) and then re-holster. They will repeat this
exact procedure three more times and need to achieve
a minimum score of 40/60 to pass.

Mean Scores

Final qualification. This evaluation session is the
last time the cadets will be tested on the range before
they leave the training academy. This session
includes each of the four stages that make up
benchmark 2 plus an additional stage.
Stage 5. Cadets shoot at a target placed 3 m away,
and is the only test of one-handed shooting. Cadets
must first fire 4 rounds with their dominant hand,
reload, then switch to their support hand and shoot an
additional 4 rounds. Cadets have 15 s to complete
this stage and must achieve a minimum score of
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0.46
3.64
7.56
0.65

Note. BMK1 = Benchmarks 1, BMK2 = Benchmark
2, FQ1 = Final Qualification First Attempt, FQ2 =
Final Qualification Second Attempt.
* p < .05

Shooting performance were analyzed using a
2(Environment; Live-fire vs. Synthetic-fire) X
3(Evaluation Session; Benchmark 1, Benchmark 2,
Final Qualification) repeated measures ANOVA with
Environment as the between subjects factor (Table
2). Data were analyzed using the final results of each
of the three evaluation sessions. There was a main
effect of session with percentage scores increasing
between Benchmark 1 and Final Qualification
F(1,105), MSE = 93.43, p = .019 (Benchmark 1 =
87.06% vs. Final Qualification = 90.70%). There was
no interaction of Training Environment, p = .94 with
similar shooting performance observed regardless of
the training environment (Live-fire, 87.94% vs.
Synthetic-fire, 85.19%).
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Table 2. Total Mean Percentage Scores for All
Cadets. Results include Reshoot Results.
Evaluation
Session

Live-fire
Mean SE

Synthetic-fire
Mean
SE

BMK1
BMK2
FQ Total

87.71
85.02
91.82

86.42
79.61
90.33

1.71
1.12
0.65

2.94
1.93
1.11

Note. BMK1 = Benchmark 1, BMK2 = Benchmark 2,
FQ Total = Final Qualification.
* p < .05
Benchmark 1
Shooting scores between all cadets in both groups
were compared, and no significant differences were
observed. However, data for those cadets who failed
this benchmark were compared using a 2(attempt;
first vs. second attempt) X 2(Training Environment;
Live-fire vs. Synthetic-fire) repeated measures
ANOVA. Both groups of cadets significantly
improved their scores between attempts F(1,43) =
49.70, MSE = 149.07, p < .001, (First Attempt;
63.35%, vs. Second Attempt; 82.07%). There was a
main effect of training environment (live vs.
synthetic) F(1,43) = 6.20 MSE = 209.43, p = .017,
with live-fire trained cadets scoring higher than
synthetic-fire trained cadets (live; 76.63% vs.
synthetic; 68.79%. Independent samples t-tests were
conducted to compare mean score differences
between live-fire and synthetic-fire trained cadets. It
was found that there were significant differences
between these two groups during the first attempt
Live = (M = 69.84, SD = 8.72) vs. Synthetic = (M =
56.86. SD = 14.10); t(44) = 3.89, p < .001,(2-tailed).
However, differences between the groups were no
longer evident after the second attempt p = .571 (2tailed), no other effects were found (see Table 3 for
means).
Benchmark 2
Shooting scores between all cadets in both groups
were compared and no significant differences were
found. Mean score percentage differences for cadets
who failed this benchmark were compared with their
second attempt using a 2(Attempt; First vs. Second
Attempt) X 2(Training Environment; Live-fire vs.
Synthetic-fire) repeated measures ANOVA. There
was an effect of session F(1,37) = 11.11, MSE =
38.15, p = .002, with cadets improving between their
first and second attempt (First attempt; 69.51%, vs.
Second Attempt; 74.45%). Independent samples ttests were conducted to compare mean score
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differences between live-fire and synthetic-fire
trained cadets, and it was found that there were no
significant differences between these two groups
during either their first or second attempts all p > .20,
(2-tailed), no other effects were found (Table 3).
Final Qualification
Mean score percentage differences for cadets who
failed the Final Qualification were compared with
their second attempt using a 2(Attempt; First vs.
Second Attempt) X 2(Training Environment; Livefire vs. Synthetic-fire) repeated measures ANOVA.
There was an effect of session, with percentage
scores improving over time F(1,13) = 20.84, MSE =
35.50, p = .001, (First Attempt; 76.40 vs. Second
Attempt; 86.35%). There was a Session x Training
Environment interaction F(1,13) = 10.02, MSE =
35.50, p = .007, with cadets trained in a synthetic-fire
environment improving 16.86 percentage points over
their first attempt, whereas those who were training
in a live-fire environment improved only 3.05
percentage points over their first attempt (Table 3).
No other effects were found, all p > .05. Independent
samples t-tests were conducted to compare live-fire
and synthetic-fire trained cadets mean score
differences, and it was found that there were no
significant differences between these two groups
during either their first or second attempts all p > .05,
(2-tailed).
Table 3. Total Mean Percentage Scores, only for
Cadets who Failed an Evaluation Session.
Evaluation
Session

Live-fire
Mean SE

Synthetic-fire
Mean
SE

BMK1
BMK1a
BMK2
BMK2a
FQ
FQa

69.84
83.41
69.56
77.07
79.20
82.25

56.86
80.72
69.45
71.83
73.60
90.46

2.10
2.90
2.38
2.21
2.34
3.18

2.69*
3.72
3.36
3.13
2.50
3.40

Note. BMK1 = Benchmark 1 first attempt, BMK1a =
Benchmark 1 Reshoot, BMK2 = Benchmark 2 first
attempt, BMK2a = Benchmark 2 Reshoot, FQ = Final
Qualification First Attempt, FQa = Final
Qualification Reshoot.
* p < .05

DISCUSSION
The following experiment provided evidence that the
skills needed for basic LEO pistol shooting, can be
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acquired inn a synthetic environment. The results off
Benchmarkk 1 were encou
uraging, in thatt there were noo
pass/fail differences
d
reg
gardless of thee environmentt
the cadetss were instruccted in. Althoough the dataa
indicated that
t
there were significant scoore differencess
between live-fire and synthetic-fire
s
trained cadetss
following the first attem
mpt at this bennchmark, thesee
differencess were no lon
nger present following
f
theirr
second atttempt. It is im
mportant to noote that cadetss
who were trained in thee synthetic-fire environmentt
had mean scores 13 peercentage poinnts lower afterr
their first attempt than their live-firee peers. As a
result, the improvement in mean scores was greaterr
for the synnthetic-fire traiined cadets thaan the live-firee
cadets. Altthough it is un
nclear why thee synthetic-firee
trained caddets performed
d so poorly, it was
w speculatedd
that these difference may
m
have beeen due to thee
absence off the concussion blast and recoil that iss
experienceed by a live-firre weapon, evven though thiss
issue was no longer app
parent when thhe cadets weree
given a seccond opportuniity to shoot thiss benchmark.
Further scrutiny is placed
p
on the recoil andd
concussionn blast arrgument whhen oppositee
performancce results were founnd followingg
Benchmarkk 2. While th
here were stilll no pass/faill
differencess for this bench
hmark, in this instance
i
cadetss
who were trained in thee synthetic ennvironment butt
failed, outpperformed the live-fire traineed cadets (live-fire; 65.922% vs. synthetic-fire; 70.64%). Although,
this time it was the liive-fire trained cadets whoo
increased their scores more
m
than thee synthetic-firee
trained caadets after theeir second atttempt at thiss
benchmarkk exam. If the absencee recoil andd
concussionn blast are facto
ors to be considered for thesee
differencess at Benchmarrk 1, it can be
b argued thatt
they are just momentaary distractionns, which aree
quickly ovvercome during
g the reshoot of Benchmarkk
1. Howeveer, this argument does not explain
e
any off
the perform
mance differen
nces observed for
f Benchmarkk
2.
When thesse data for th
he Final Quallification weree
examined, we found that
t
there weere significantt
pass/fail differences, witth more failurees experiencedd
by cadets who received
d their pistol training
t
in thee
synthetic environment
e
th
han was foundd with live-firee
trained caadets. Althou
ugh there waas no initiall
explanationn for the hig
gh number off failures afterr
Final Quaalification, wee continued with
w
the fivee
remedial trraining session
ns that all cadetts who fail thiss
test are affforded. Howeever, for thesee sessions, thee
cadets parrticipated in th
heir remedial training
t
in thee
live-fire environment.
e
The first rem
medial sessionn
consists largely of classrroom exercisess that end withh
a visit to the
t range wherre the cadets shoot
s
< 30 livee
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roundds. The second, third, fourthh and fifth rem
medial
sessions require thhe cadet to shooot the COF for
f the
entiree 50-min sessiion. What becaame evident aft
fter the
seconnd remedial seession was thatt each cadet whho had
traineed in the synthhetic environm
ment had successsfully
scoreed above the reequired 200/2550 needed to paass the
COF. Not only haad each of the cadets successsfully
comppleted the COF
F, but some cadets
c
had impproved
their score by overr 40%, a resullt not observedd with
live-ffire trained cadets who haad failed their first
attem
mpt at the Final Quallification. In fact
perfoormance appeaared to have peaked
p
followinng the
seconnd remedial session, with only noominal
improvement in seessions 3, 4 annd 5. The resuults of
the second
s
remedial session seeem to suggesst that
theree was no skilll deficiency, but
b that some other
factoor or factors may
m have negattively impactedd their
initiaal Final Qualiffication perforrmance. Whilee there
was no
n conclusive evidence available as to why they
failedd, it is an impportant questionn to try and annswer.
Regaardless of the reason, their initial
i
results should
s
not overshadow the
t
performannce of these cadets
follow
wing the coompletion of the five rem
medial
sessions. The results of their second attempt of the
Finall Qualificationn saw each of the
t cadets whoo were
traineed in the synnthetic environment, successsfully
pass this second atttempt (Figure 1), while increasing
their overall shootting scores to the point to where
theree were no differences
d
bettween the livve-fire
traineed cadets and the cadets traained in a synnthetic
envirronment (see Figure
F
2).

Figurre 1.
Notee. BMK1 = Beenchmarks 1, BMK2
B
= Benchhmark
2, FQ
Q = Final Quallification First Attempt, FQ Total
T
=
Finall Qualification Second Attem
mpt.

TURE DIRECTIONS
FUT
Thesse results provide conclusive evidence that pistol
p
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The Final Qualification test is one of many stressful
moments a cadet will experience during training, and
failure of the Final Qualification could lead to
termination of their training contract and with that the
dream of becoming a member of the RCMP.
Although no explanation was forthcoming as to why
these cadets failed, this issue should be explored
further.
The results of this study provide for the first time,
that LEO pistol skills can be acquired in a synthetic
training environment (Figure 2), all in the absence of
recoil. While some would argue that recoil is an
important part of shooting a pistol (e.g., re-acquiring
the sight after each shot), the successful completion
of the COF, (i.e., without recoil) by 100% of the
cadets provide a strong argument against this notion,
and is contrary to arguments by White, Carson,
Wilbourn, (1991), who suggested that recoil is an
important part of pistol skill acquisition. Although
these results are encouraging, more research needs to
be conducted before simulation technology can be
integrated into a LEO pistol training program. While
these results are positive, there are no plans to fully
2011 Paper No. 11322 Page 8 of 9

100

Percentage Score (%)

skills can be acquired in a synthetic environment.
However, there are still questions that remain to be
answered, and plans are in place to repeat this
experiment later this year. It is unclear why cadets
who were trained in the synthetic environment failed
the Final Qualification with greater frequency than
the live-fire trained cadets. There was some
discussion that the synthetic-fire trained cadets, who
failed their first attempt at the Final Qualification,
may have experienced some level of test anxiety
beyond what would be expected. Therefore it may be
useful to measure anxiety levels between live-fire and
synthetic-fire trained cadets to see if this was just an
anomaly, or, if this is a potential artifact of the
synthetic range environment (e.g., Completive State
Anxiety Inventory-2; Cox, Martens, & Russell,
2003). Additionally, it was posited that initial
performance differences may have been due to the
absence of recoil and concussion blast during
training. Although this does not properly explain why
there were no pass/fail differences between the
groups. Nor does it explain why scores increased as
dramatically as was evidenced by cadets trained in a
synthetic
environment,
especially
following
Benchmark 1. Future studies could include the
introduction of live-fire instruction before their first
pistol training session. If recoil and the concussion
blast are important factors, then exposing them to
live-fire early in training may provide a reference
point for the cadets when they shoot their
benchmarks and final qualification.

Percentage Score as a Function of
Evaluation Session and Training Type

80

60

Live-fire
Synthetic-Fire

40

20

0
BMK1

BMK2

FQ

Evaluation Session

Figure 2. Note. BMK1 = Benchmarks 1, BMK2 =
Benchmark 2, FQ = Final Qualification

replace live-fire training with synthetic-fire training,
it is apparent that this technology will play an
important training role in the future and that some
live-fire training will be replaced by synthetic-fire.
While it is clear that this technology has a place in
basic pistol training, we have begun to investigate
other potential applications for this technology. A
recent pilot project incorporated the synthetic training
environment for those cadets who were struggling
with their pistol training. For this study the eight
weakest shooters in each of four troops, were given
remedial training in the absence of live-fire, and then
tracked through to their Final Qualification exam.
Results of this pilot project found that there were
significant pass/fail differences, with more cadets
passing the Final Qualification if they received their
remedial training in the synthetic environment.
Although these results are encouraging, additional
research using this technology as a remedial training
tool for weak shooters needs to be continued. We
have also started a project that will see existing
RCMP members who did not clear their annual
requalification; complete their remedial training in
the synthetic environment. Although the initial
numbers are small (N = 9), there is evidence that this
technology can be used as an effective remedial
training tool for those members in the field.
The results of these studies provide convincing
evidence that synthetic environments provide an
alternative to live-fire training. Live-fire ranges are
costly to build, range time for agencies that do not
have their own facilities have difficulty securing time
on private ranges. Agencies that have multiple
detachments, with some being remote, face the
additional challenge of recertifying LEOs by having
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to incur costly travel of that individual to a central
training facility. It is possible that following further
research that this technology can be used in some
recertification situations.
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